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ABSTRACT

Observed statistics of stellar flares are described by Pascal or Negative Binomial Distri-
bution. The analogy with other classes of chaotic production mechanisms such as hadronic
particle multiplicity distributions and photoelectron counts from thermal sources is no-
ticed.
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1 Introduction

About 25 years ago , observations of the flare stars in the Pleiades has led V. A. Am-
bartsumian and his colleagues at Byurakan Observatory to remarkable conclusions.
Monitoring the stars of the Pleiades for flares during 750 hours in the framework of the
international program has revealed that ni = 123 stars have flared once , n2 = 16
each twice and 6 stars each between three and nine times. The question arises, how many
n0 stars were in fact flare stars but were not seen during the time of patrol?

Supposing that the flaring of a given star obeys pure random Poisson distribution and
that all stars have the same mean flaring frequency Ambartsumian found the number
of the latent flare stars n0

(/5°lsso™' = ni2/2n2 = 473. For Bose-Einstein distribution, when
mean flaring frequencies are different, but follow an exponential distribution he finds that
the estimate must be doubled and gets no^

B~E^ = fti2/n2 = 946. With the fact that all
the observed flare stars were fainter than magnitude 13.3 it become very plausible that
all faint stars in the Pleiades are flare stars. These results were first reported in the 1968
Byurakan Symposium and published in [1], [2].Later developments[3] - [5] have confirmed

these results on the base of the new extended data.
The aim of the present paper is to show that Pascal distribution (Negative Binomial

Distribution or generalized Bose-Einstein distribution, see formula (4) in the text ) gives
a good quantitative account of the statistics of stellar flares. Using observational data and
adapted powerful and informative methods from the theory of the multiparticle distribu-
tions in high energy physics([6] and references therein) , we find that the mean flaring
frequencies follow a special case of the gamma distribution

the Poisson transform of which gives the Pascal distribution with m = 2 :

k / - . \ -k-2

The form of this distribution coincides with distributions already identified in photo-
electron counts from thermal sources and in hadronic multiplicity distributions in high
energy physics([6]) .The possibility for existence of universal mechanism for general class
of chaotic production processes deserves further investigations and is a part of the fascinating
subject of the "universality of chaos",

2 Distributions: Poisson, Bose-Einstein, Pascal, and
Poisson Transform

In this section we present some useful aspects of probability distributions which are par*
ticularly useful in the analysis of the statistics of stellar flares. The comprehensive review
of the mathematical textbooks and physical literature especially on quantum optics and
high energy physics can be found in [6]. ThePoisson distribution



describes the probability of flare in a patrolling time t for any star, if mean frequency v
is the same for all flare stars.

Many distributions can be cast in the form of mixture or superposition of Poisson
distributions or Poisson transform:

Pk = J'f(u) e-« M - du (2)
0

with many nice mathematical and physical features.
• The Poisson distribution itself corresponds to the weight function f(v) = 8(u — v).
• The Poisson transform converted to the Bose-Einstein distribution

for exponential weight
ff , 1 -V'V

f(v) = -e
• The important Pascal distribution or Negative Binomial Distribution depends on

additional parameter m

k\ (m — 1)! \mj \ m

and its associated weight is gamma distribution

(m — 1)! v \v
(5)

In the cases m = 00 and m = 1 Pascal distribution passes into Poisson and Bose-Einstein
distributions correspondingly.

3 Solution of the Direct and Inverse Problem of
the Statistics of Stellar Flares

Let N is a total number of the flare stars ,then n* = N P^ is the probability for obser-
vation of A: flares during time interval t. For the distributions 1, 3, 4 it follows that the
numbers of A:, A- + 1, A: + 2 flares are connected by relations

nk{Poisson) = -—— (6)
k + 2 nfc+2

(7)
rik+2

(P ,\ (k + m + l)(k + l) n f c + 1
Tik\ra.scat) = —— ~ : (ol

It is easy to see that inequality takes place

nk{Poisson) < nk(Pascal\ < nk{B - E) (9)

T



From very general requirements [2] the number of observed flares n* should obey the same
inequality

nk{Poisson) < nk < nk{B - E) (10)

For the cases k = 0 and k = 1 this leads to

k = 0; i ^ < n o < ^ (ID
2 n-i n2

, . 2 n2
2 n2

2
 (]9\

k - l ; - < n x < \lz)
3 n3 n3

According to Elma Parsamian [5] the observational data in the Orion star cluster are

ni = 301, n2 = 58, n3 = 10 (13)

and they obey the inequality (12)
224 < 301 < 336 (14)

The present observational data from Pleiades cluster does not obey the general constraint
(12) and , in our opinion, must be revised.

For Pascal distribution from (8) we obtain for k = 0 and k = 1 the following relations

no{Pascal) = —
2m rti

(r> i\ 2 m + 2 n2
2

riiiPascal) =
K ' 3 m + 1 n3

The observational data on Orion cluster (13), and inequality (14) lead to the choice of
parameter m in Pascal distribution as m = 2, and finally, with this value of m we obtain
from general expressions (4) and (5) the statistical distribution of flares

-k-2

(")

and the particular gamma distribution for mean flaring frequencies

/(*) = i£ c-2"/* (18)
Using (15) at m = 2 we can estimate the number of latent flare stars in Orion cluster

^ (19)

This estimate exeeds 1.5 times the number n0 = ± ^ = 782 for latent flare stars in Orion
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in the case of Poisson distribution.



4 Scaling ?

The Pascal distribution exhibits interesting asymptotic behavior for large k and k = vt.
In the scaling limit

k -> oo (20)

fc -» oo (21)

x = k/k fixed (22)

Pascal distribution has a nice scaling form

rf)rn

W° "1 e"mX (23)(m - 1)!

or at m = 2
Jtflt(2> = 4x e"2* (24)

This phenomenon was exploited earlier in quantum optics and in high energy physics
[6] where it is named KNO — scaling (after Koba-Nielsen-Olesen [7]) and was for the
first time explained in this manner by A. Giovannini [8] and A. Govorkov [9]. It will be
interesting to confirm this behavior in the statistics of stellar flares, using observational
data for differing patrolling times.

5 Conclusion

It is interesting that underlying statistics of stellar flares belong to the same class of prob-
lems as photoelectron counts from thermal sources and hadronic multiplicity distribution
with similar values of parameter m. The problem of estimating the number of unseen
species is familiar also in ecological studies and in exploring some literary questions (see
[10] and references therein). This analogy was noticed by T. Kiang in an article with
an attractive title From Shakespeare to the Pleiades via statistics [11]. The latent JI
species can be words Shakespeare knew but did not use.
Another class of systems includes turbulence, and probably galaxies distribution in clus-

ters [12]. The occurrence of Pascal distribution in very different physical situations with
approximately the same value of the parameter m points to the existence of profound
unsuspected universal mechanism.
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